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Photo Annotation (due December 7, 2004)
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1. INTRODUCTION

For this assignment milestone you will:

- Annotate 5 photos using your ontology on the MMM2 web site
  - 3 relevant to your group’s application idea
  - 2 photos not connected to your application idea or your partner group’s application idea (ideally cameraphone photos you took for your own non-project purposes)

This annotation exercise will enable you to see how well your photo annotation ontology meets the goals of the photo metadata design:

Ensure that your metadata is designed not only to meet the needs of your application, but facilitates accessibility to and reuse of your photos and metadata by other applications as well.

2. PHOTO CAPTURE/SELECTION

You may chose to take 5 new photos or use some of your photos you have already captured and uploaded to the MMM2 Web Site. All photos must have been taken by you with the Nokia 7610 cameraphone.

3. PHOTO ANNOTATION

You will use your project group’s metadata ontology that has been loaded into the MMM2 Web Site. You chose your Ontology under “Profile” on the MMM2 Web Site.
Annotate your 5 photos in detail (describe at least the location, time, people, objects, actions, and photo properties, plus any other information you find relevant that your ontology can describe about the photo).

When you are done annotating your 5 photos, share your 5 annotated photos with the contact “Marc Davis”. If you do not have a “Marc Davis” contact in your MMM2 Address Book, create one using this info:

First Name:
Marc

Last Name:
Davis

Email Address:
marc@sims.berkeley.edu

Phone or MMM2 Problems? Email: mmm-help@sims.berkeley.edu

Assignment Questions? Email: is202-ta@sims.berkeley.edu